Internship with
Fox Chapel Golf Club
FOX CHAPEL GOLF CLUB

WHO WE ARE
Fox Chapel Golf Club is a 1923 Seth
Raynor designed golf course, and is
currently ranked #71 on Golfweek’s
Top 100 Classic Courses. The Club was
host to the 2002 Curtis Cup and the
1985 U.S. Women’s Amateur. Our Turf
Management Team is recruiting highly
motivated individuals of strong character to enhance our overall capabilities
and strive toward greater achievements.
This is an exciting opportunity to play a
key role in improving an architectural
masterpiece. Experience will be available in mowing and rolling technique,
fertilizing, pesticide applications, irrigation and hand watering techniques ,

Additional Information:
-15 Minutes from Downtown Pittsburgh
-Two Miles from Shopping and Dining
-Adjacent Towns Blawnox and Oakmont

along with many other crucial skills necessary to succeeding in the competitive
arena of championship golf course management. Varying experience is acceptable as our Program is tailored to meet
the needs of each individual.

426 Fox Chapel Road
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15238

The Right Fit

Learning Opportunities
We personalize internships to maximize
the individual educational experience. A
typical internship will focus on the following:


Mowing Techniques



Rolling Techniques



Fertilization Techniques



Pesticide Application Techniques



Irrigation/Hand Watering Techniques



Pest/Stress Identification



Member Interaction/Communication

Jason Hurwitz
Superintendent
Fox Chapel Golf Club
426 Fox Chapel Road
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15238
Phone: 412-447-4434
Fax: 412-447-4439
jhurwitz@foxchapelgolfclub.com

Obviously the choice in front of you is
a big one. It is a choice that will ultimately affect the future outcome of
your career and the path that your
life will continue along... do not make
your decision lightly! Take the time to
learn as much as you can about the
facilities and programs that you are
considering… if possible, visit them
first. There are a lot of great courses
throughout the country and it is easy
to get lost in a name… you owe it to
yourself to discover the best fit for the
direction your future is heading, and
fundamentally where you will learn
the most.

… along with many other crucial skills!
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